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Satisfying customer demands in the digital age is a challenge for all sectors, not in
the least roadside services. Consumers who’ve become accustomed to expedited
services such as Uber now expect more from their roadside assistance provider than
they did 10 years ago. ARC Europe Group, the largest supplier of B2B roadside
assistance services in Europe with a network covering more than 40 European
countries, understands this and has launched a package of Smart Roadside
Assistance (RSA) services for its OEM and Leasing customers. This package should
continue to evolve; ARC Europe is currently piloting taxi services in a partnership
with HERE Mobility, a digital marketplace for mobility services. The partnership fits
in with their wider strategic objective to become a fully-fledged mobility partner
and make the most of digital tools, as Diana Dumois, Head of Corporate
Communications and PR at ARC Europe, explains.
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major OEMS in the European market,
solidifying its leadership position in
delivering digital assistance solutions
“We’re currently testing Digital Taxi
solutions; if successful we will add the
service to our offering,” Ms. Dumois
explains. “The aim is to keep drivers
mobile after and before an incident
occurs.”
The way it works in actual practise is
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beneficiary will be able to not only
request and track the assistance patrol
vehicle from any digital interface
(smartphone or car dashboard), but also
to request, book and track a Taxi in real
time. By testing new solutions with
partners such as the HERE Mobility
Marketplace, ARC Europe can provide
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